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Industry Trends 

TECHNOLOGY • Major healthcare organizations like Kaiser Permanente, Cleveland Clinic and 
Adventist HealthCare are investing resources in environmental sustainability 
initiatives as a key strategy to reduce Op-Ex.    

Kaiser has recently pledged to build all future facilities to LEED Gold standards or better.  
 

• CEO’s  are becoming aware of endless possibilities for both new and existing 
facilities to realize greater operational efficiencies and environmental 
performance in “Getting to Net Zero”.    

A 2012 Commonwealth Fund report concluded that hospitals have a  $15.2 billion savings 
opportunity over 10 years simply by using energy resources more efficiently, generating less 
waste, and through effective sustainability programs. 

 
• 68% of healthcare CEOs are prioritizing investments in energy efficiency to 

drive savings that can be diverted to direct patient care. 
"...With a surge of patients expected when coverage expands in 2014 and 32 million more 

people can seek health care, there is an increased need to find cost savings in hospital 
construction and elsewhere—and an ongoing debate how best to achieve it.”  Healthcare 
Facilities Management, February 2011 
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Agenda  

ENVIRONMENT OF CARE 

INTEGRATED BUILDING PERFORMANCE 

INNOVATION & THOUGHT LEADERSHIP 

BUILDING PERFORMANCE DASHBOARD 

TECHNOLOGY 

TECHNOLOGY 
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What We Do ,,sds 

We believe Buildings Matter.  AtSite provides solutions that help 
healthcare organizations transform their hospitals into high performing 
assets.  

Building Performance 
Managed Services 

 
We provide a tailored suite 
of managed services that 
powers collaborative teams 

with technology and 
information to optimize 

performance.   

Turn-Key Building 
Technology Integration 

 
We design, integrate, 
deploy and operate 

innovative technology 
solutions to enable 
smarter decisions.   

Building Performance        
Consulting 

 
We provide a variety of 
consulting services to 
help create, transform, 
and improve buildings & 

extend their useful life.   
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Technology 
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Getting Started with Building Technology 

 

Buildings are data rich environments … it’s easy to become 
overwhelmed with massive amounts of unintelligible data. 

It’s about asking the right questions, implementing the right 
technology to make the right decisions. 

The first step is to establish the desired outcome; then follow a 
proven implementation methodology to success. 
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Implementation – Existing Systems 

 
Assess the existing systems, understand their current capabilities both 
from a mechanical perspective as well as from an integration perspective. 
 
AtSite is technology agnostic.  We’ll integrate with any provider.  If we can 
get data or information out, we can utilize those points and add them into 
the overall solution approach 
 
Consider the following: 
• Building automation systems 
• Resource management systems 
• Utility meters, bills, systems 
• Mechanical systems 
• Financial tools 
• Rent and space utilization systems 
• Facilities and preventive maintenance systems 

High 
Performing 
Buildings 

Finance & 

Account 

Quality 
Objectives 

Operations & 
Maintenance 

Energy 

Resource 
Management 

Lease/Space 
Optimization 

Capital 
Projects 

Carbon 
Management 
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Implementation – New Components 

 If necessary, the addition of sensors, data collectors or data 
aggregators can be added to provide a richer data set. 
 
Typically, sensors can provide data in any density that is required to 
meet the objectives. 
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Right Technology 

 

Building technology is about providing us with feedback. 

It’s a tool to help us make the right decision. 

There are a lot of good decisions.  The question we 
ask is … 

Did we make the best decision? 
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Innovation 
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Innovations in Building Technology 

 

Smarter Buildings 

with 

“Big Data” and Analytics 

drive 

Faster, More Accurate Decisions 
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Smarter Buildings 

• Smarter Integration 

– More Intelligent Automation Systems 

– Ability to Link Core Building Systems 

• Smarter Energy Use 

– Renewables 

– Cogeneration 

– Procurement  

• Smarter Operations  

– Enhanced Decision Making 

– Increase Staff Productivity 

– Risk Mitigation 

• Smarter Insights 

– Advanced Reporting 

– Decision making with “Real Time” Information 

– Predictive Analytics 

– Fault Detection and Diagnostics 

So
u

rc
e:

 U
SG

B
C
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Example:  Fault Detection and Diagnostics 

 Cyclical Process to Automate Fault Detection 
• Collect Data Points 
• “Tag” with Data Characteristics 
• Write Rules to Identify Faults 
• Establish Boundary Conditions 
• Determine Lens 
• Exercise and Refine Rules 
• Identify Escalation Policy 
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Big Data and Analytics 

• Accuracy of Data 

– Better Sensors 

– Greater Reading Frequency 

– Smarter Systems 

• Accessibility of Data 

– Advances in Automation 

– Integrated Data “Tsunami” 

• Variety of Data 

– Disparate Data Sources  

– Increased Quantity of Data Types  

• Velocity of Data 

– Near Real-Time 

– Speed of Delivery 
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Faster, More Accurate Decisions 

• The ‘Real’ Innovation … 

– Making Informed Data-Driven Decisions Faster 

– Better Prioritization and Focused Efficient Resources 

– Confirmation and Validation of Results 

 

• Leads to … Greater Efficiency, More Savings and Better 
Operations 
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The Environment of Care 
Driving Building Performance to 
the Bed Side 
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Driving Building Performance to the Bed Side 

TECHNOLOGY Market competition drives a renewed focus on the patient experience and 
capital improvements to the environment of care.   About 35% of the capital 
spend for facilities improvements is focused on the patient experience. 

• How do we collaborate with staff to identify the environment of 
care needs? 
 

• How do we justify the funding for EoC improvements compared to 
other capital needs? 
 

• How do we measure success? 
 

At Adventist Healthcare, here’s how we are meeting these challenges  …. 
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Functionality and Experience Indexes 

Wendy M. Weitzner, FACHE 
Vice President 
THE INNOVA GROUP 
980 Washington St, Suite 116 
Dedham, MA 02026 
 
Phone: 781-326-6100 
Fax: 781-326-6102 
Mobile 617-320-9003 
  
            http://www.theinnovagroup.com 
 

Developed by THE INNOVA GROUP 
 
Special thanks to : 
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Driving Building Performance to the Bed Side 

Facility Condition 
Assessment objectively 
assesses the current and 
projected condition of a 
building’s infrastructure 
and projected replacement 
costs.   

 

FCA FI 

Functionality Index  
evaluates and scores the 
facility on its usefulness 
and potential for efficient 
delivery of healthcare 
 
 
Examples 
• Adjacencies 
• Room Sizes 
• Support Space 
• Walking Distances 

 

FEI = 
Facility (Patient) 
Experience Index 
evaluates and scores the 
facility’s ability to support 
a positive patient 
experience 
 
 Examples: 
• Furniture/Finishes  
• Lighting 
• Positive Distractions 
• Way finding 

Informed 
Capital 

Investment 
Decisions 
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Purpose of the Functionality and Experience Indexes 

• Measure how the built environment 
supports operations & a positive 
patient experience 

• Key component of master plan: 
target vs. actual size comparison 

• Facility investment analysis and 
disposition tool 

• Refine planning & design 
standards; audit use of standards 

• Post occupancy evaluation 
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Driving Building Performance to the Bed Side 

Functionality Index 

Sample questions:   (think LEAN) 
 
Is the staff circulation separated from the  patient? 
How many exam rooms are available to each provider? 
Distance from the waiting room to furthest exam room? 
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Driving Building Performance to the Bed Side 

Facility Experience Index 

Sample questions about:  (think TJC or HCAHPS) 
 
Clutter 
Color palette 
Condition of furniture 
Condition of fabrics 
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Real Results with Real Value 

Department 

Functional 

Index

Department 

Facility 

Experience Comments

Clinical  Operations

Wound Care/Hyperbaric Clinic 0.53 0.46 lack of support space & storage, lack of privacy - no enclosed exam rooms, finishes good

Pulmonary Function Clinic 0.39 0.24 less than ideal size, support space lacking, well maintained but institutional finishes

Outpatient Behavioral Health 0.20 0.36 department is right sized - functions well, but finishes & furnishings not well maintained

1500-ICU 0.20 0.68 insufficient staff workstations, poor maintenance & an abundance of visual clutter

2100-Psych Nursing Unit 0.71 0.42 unit significantly undersized, long travel distances, halls good color but not patient rms

2200-Ortho Nursing Unit 0.50 0.45 small private rooms with severely undersized toilets rooms and damaged furnishings

2500- Nursing Unit 0.52 0.34 >50% of patient rooms are semi private & undersized, good family lounge, poor lighting

3000-L&D Unit 0.70 0.28 very undersized unit, rooms have good finishes but damaged furniture and no showers

3100 Post Partum Unit 0.18 0.18 overall good, long clinical support travel distances and undersized special care nursery

3200 Oncology Nursing Unit 0.66 0.32 undersized unit, many semi-privates, small toilets rooms, poor maintenance, good color

4100-IMCU Nursing Unit 0.31 0.35 long travel distances, small private rooms have damaged furnishings & poor lighting

4200-M/S Nursing Unit 0.45 0.36 small private rooms are undersized, long travel distances to support, damaged furniture

4300-ICU Neuro & M/S 0.66 0.68 patient rooms very undersized, pt room unit condition & maintenance poorest in facility

5100-Cardiac M/S, Tele Unit 0.64 0.28 unit has a good overall appearance but is significantly undersized with all semi-privates 

5300-Joint Replacement Cntr 0.36 0.08 highest level of aesthetics in the hospital but small rooms lack private toilets & showers

Department 

Functional 

Index

Department 

Facility 

Experience Index Comments

Clinical  Operations

Wound Care Clinic 0.58 0.26 lack of support space (storage), undersized exams, lots of visual clutter in department

Pre Admit Clinic 0.36 0.15 lacks clean & soiled rooms, poor adjacency to ancillaries, clutter/patient privacy issues

2A Inpatient Unit - Medical 0.11 0.14 overall good, poor scores only for long clinical support travel distances

2B Inpatient Unit - Oncology 0.11 0.14 overall good, poor scores only for long clinical support travel distances

2C Observation Unit 0.66 0.16 all patient rooms semi private and undersized (may be acceptable for an Obs unit)

2D IMCU 0.77 0.27 >50% of patient rooms are semi private & undersized, lack of family support space

3A Mother Baby Unit 0.11 0.12 overall good, poor scores only for long clinical support travel distances

3B Mother Baby Unit 0.08 0.12 overall good, poor scores only for long clinical support travel distances

3D Inpatient Unit - Pediatrics 0.61 0.37 patient rooms are undersized, pt room condition & maintenance poorest in facility

4A Inpatient Unit - Gen Surg 0.11 0.12 overall good, poor scores only for long clinical support travel distances

4B Inpatient Unit - Ortho/Neuro 0.11 0.12 overall good, poor scores only for long clinical support travel distances

4C Inpatient Unit - Stroke 0.66 0.29 private & semi-private rooms are undersized, long travel distances from support

4D Inpatient Unit - Gen Med/ Obs 0.66 0.29 >50% of patient rooms are semi private & undersized, lack of family support space

ICU-CCU 0.48 0.27 patient rooms undersized, no direct adjacency to Ors, long travel, visibility issues

NICU 0.69 0.37 long travel to clincal support, lack of family space, undersized & no private rooms

LDR 0.49 0.23 patient rooms undersized, long travel distances from nurse station & support

Functional Index Score Key 

                                   < 25
   25 - 49    
                                   > 50 

Experience Index Score Key 

good        < 20 
fair           20 - 29 
poor         > 30 
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Building Performance Dashboard 
Measured Results  
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Adventist Healthcare 

• Several Large Campuses 
• Third Party Facility O&M 
• Multiple Legacy Systems 
• Multiple Active Vendors 
• Numerous Owned/Leased Buildings 
• Limited visibility of 

performance across facilities 
and operating units 

The Situation At A Glance 
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Adventist Healthcare 

Enabled performance improvement opportunities that 
resulted in OpEx savings of $6.0M in 2 years 

  

Optimized capital deployment strategies that are 
delivering savings expected to exceed $1 million 
annually  

 

Achieved approximately $2 million in annual  energy  
cost reductions 

 

Recognized by the EPA as the largest purchaser of 
green energy of any Healthcare system 

 

Established baselines and set benchmarks to achieve 
a 10K MT CO2 Reduction 

 

“Adventist HealthCare saved more than $8M through a 
comprehensive approach to facilities maintenance, 
construction, and real estate management.” 

-James G. Lee, Executive Vice President & CFO, Adventist 
Healthcare  
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Building Performance Dashboard 

Financials Dashboard 

Resources Dashboard 

Capital Projects Dashboard 

Lease/Space 

Facilities Dashboard 
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Summary Dashboard 
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Financial Dashboard 
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Resource Dashboard 
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Leased Property Dashboard 
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Capital Project Dashboard 
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Maintenance Dashboard 
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Contact Us 

 

 

• AtSite is a privately held company guiding clients and partners from its 
Washington, DC headquarters. Founded in 1993, AtSite provides innovation 
solutions that help organizations maximize the strategic value and 
performance of their real estate  
and facilities. 

• We develop relationships that leverage our passion for solving real 
challenges and our desire to share expertise and insights. Our goal is to 
increase the economic, operational, and strategic value of our clients’ 

buildings as true and collaborative partners aligned around the same 
mission. 

AtSite, Inc. 
2021 L Street, NW, Second Floor  
Washington, DC 20036    
Tel: 202-728-9800 
atsite.com 


